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Go biG with  
barronett blinds™

once you hunt from a big hub blind from barronett blinds™ 
you’ll never want to hunt from small, cramped blinds again.

Forget the small, claustrophobia-inducing blinds of yesterday.  In a biG blind from Barronett 
Blinds™, you’ll have more room to move and more room to shoot--even while standing.  The 
blinds are roomy and durable, but they are not heavy.  Even our biggest blinds set-up and 
come down in seconds with no loose poles.  

Barronett Blinds™ doesn’t sacrifice quality for added size.  Barronett Blinds™ utilize high-
quality, lightweight, polyester fabric that is ideal for a big blind.  The fabric is thin, but  
boasts a high thread count with a tighter weave, resulting in a durable fabric with a low 
sheen.  The hub blind design also keeps the fabric tight, so it won’t flap in the wind.   
Barronett Blind™ poles are continually tested, and the high carbon steel pole ends and  
die-cast aluminum central hub make them even more durable.  While other manufacturers 
have switched to weaker and smaller-diameter poles to save costs, Barronett Blinds™ have 
maintained their proven design.  

Not every hunting situation calls for the same size blind, so we’ve created a variety of  
models from which you can choose. It might be the new Beast™, which can comfortably  
accommodate a party of four hunters; maybe it’s the Big Mike™ XT, the tallest hub blind on 
the market; there’s also the world’s first flared-base hub blind, the Bell Bottom™; or try the 
Wind Storm™, perfect for running and gunning while turkey or predator hunting.  Whatever 
the situation, we have a blind to fit your needs.  To accompany the variety of blind sizes, 
Barronett Blinds™ are offered in a variety of camo patterns.  The original BLOODTRAIL™ is our 
most popular woodland pattern; new this year is BLOODTRAIL™ Blades, a photo-realistic field 
camo that works great in corn fields, grain fields and grassy areas.  Also new and featured 
on our Grounder™ 250 is BLOODTRAIL™ Snow camo.

Whatever the terrain, whatever the hunt...go biG with Barronett Blinds™ and experience the 
room and durability of a Barronett Blind™.



Grounder™ 350
our most PoPular biG blind
The Grounder™ 350 is our largest blind, while still being quick to set-up, portable and reliable.  

 durable five-hub design for easy set-up and   
 take-down.  simply  pop up and hunt. 

 durable, lightweight fabric with a black 
    interior coating for  maximum concealment.

 Ground skirt around entire blind keeps wind
    out while  containing scents and shielding
    movement.

 Full-length zippered door located in corner 
    for easy entry.

 includes gear storage pocket and replaceable 
 shoot-through mesh camo windows.

sPeciFications 
Gr350bt/Gr350bb
Camouflage BLOODTRAIL™ 
 or BLOODTRAIL™ Blades 
Height (A) 80”
Set-Up Size (B) 90” x 90”
Footprint (C) 70” x 70”
Weight 19 lb
Capacity 3-person
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available in two camo Patterns

Gr350bt
bloodtrail™ camo

standinG corn c.r.P. Fields choPPed corn

Pine trees mature hardwoods thick cover

Gr350bb 
bloodtrail™ blades camo



 

shoot while standinG

 twelve replaceable shoot-through mesh camo   
 windows  for fixed broadhead use. 

 smaller footprint with a taller design provides
    plenty of room  to stand up and shoot, making  
 it perfect for archery use. 

 durable five-hub design for easy set-up and   
 take-down.  simply  pop up and hunt. 

 brush holders provided for additional  
 concealment. 

 Gear pockets, tie-down ropes and ground   
 stakes are included. 

biG mike™

Most bowhunters practice shooting while standing, yet they hunt out of small, cramped hunting blinds. The Big 
Mike™ Hub Blind from Barronett Blinds™ is 80” tall, allowing most archers enough room to shoot while standing!

sPeciFications  
bm275bt/bm275bb 

Camouflage BLOODTRAIL™  or 
 BLOODTRAIL™ Blades 
Height (A) 80”
Set-Up Size (B) 75” x 75”
Footprint (C) 59” x 59”
Weight 19 lb
Capacity 2-person

bm275bt
 bloodtrail™ woodland camo

available in two camo Patterns

imProved 5-Panel window  
conFiGurations 

windows dip low for angled shots

bm275bb
 bloodtrail™ blades Field camo
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sPeciFications bm375bt
Camouflage BLOODTRAIL™

Height (A) 84”
Set-Up Size (B) 82” x 82”
Footprint (C) 62” x 62”
Weight 23 lb
Capacity 3-person

our tallest hub blind

100’s oF brush holders

rePlaceable ziPPered
mesh windows

This is one big blind! At a full 7 feet tall, the Big Mike™ XT allows nearly any archer to shoot while  
standing, and as many as three people can hunt in comfort with the 62 by 62-inch footprint. In addition 
to all that room, the Big Mike™ XT is loaded with unique features that maximize a hunter’s opportunity for 
success, regardless of the hunting situation.
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B

C

waterProoF rooF seams

includes rePlaceable 
mesh Practice window

bm375bt
bloodtrail™ camo

biG mike™ Xt

Features

a Full 7 Feet tall!



the side-by-side hub blind

beast 

™

The only side-by-side hub blind on the market, the Beast™ is a monster of a blind that remains easy to set up, por-
table, and easy to store.  Have a four-person hunt?  Need to hide a four-wheeler?  Just need lots of room?  The 
Beast™ is your blind.

sPeciFications be650bt
Camouflage BLOODTRAIL™  
Weight 32 lb
Capacity 6-person

 hub design means blind  
 pops open and comes
 down easily, but also    
 keeps fabric taut. 
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 durable, lightweight  fabric with a black interior coating for  
 maximum concealment.

 Ground skirt around entire blind keeps wind out while 
 containing scents and  shielding movement.

 two full-length zippered doors located in corner for easy entry.
 includes gear storage  pockets and replaceable shoot-through  

 mesh camo windows.

Height (A) 80”
Set-Up Size (B) 160” x 90”
Footprint (C) 140” x 70”

Hunting with primitive self-gear means 
you must be close, especially when 
shooting stone points.  Today I had 
three bears within 10 yards of my 
blind. I took a world-class bear with 
a flint-tipped arrow at seven steps.  I 
needed the room to shoot my longbow 
and the Barronett was the answer.

-Scott Anderson, 
 Host of “Backland Experiences”

be650bt
bloodtrail™ camo



world’s First Flared-base hub blind
Like other hub blinds, the Bell Bottom™ is extremely portable, easy to set up, easy to take down, and has no loose 
parts; but, the flared base offers many advantages, especially for archers.  Flaring the bottom creates more interior 
room and larger vertical window openings without adding extra weight. The extra-wide interior allows hunters to 
avoid spooking game by staying farther away from open windows, and also provides more room to draw a bow 
or lift a cross bow into shooting position.  In addition, the flared-base design creates larger vertical window open-
ings that are much easier for archers to shoot from while seated.

unique 5-Panel window conFiGuration

vertical oPeninGs ideal For 
archery use

horizontal oPeninGs PerFect 
For Gun hunters

™

sPeciFications  bb87bt

Camouflage BLOODTRAIL™ 
Height (A) 67”
Set-Up Size (B) 87” x 87”
Footprint (C) 76” x 76”
Weight 19 lb
Capacity 2-person
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C

bb87bt
bloodtrail™ camo

Flared-base desiGn Provides 
30% more interior room



 

our most PoPular Grounder

Grounder™ 250

The most popular-sized Grounder™, the Grounder™ 250 ground hub blind is a reliable and portable option for stay-
ing hidden during your hunt.  The blind offers extra elbow room, but still remains compact and easy to transport.
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 durable five-hub design for easy set-up and   
 take-down.  simply  pop up and hunt. 

 durable, lightweight fabric with a black interior 
    coating for  maximum concealment.

 Ground skirt around entire blind keeps wind out
    while  containing scents and shielding movement.

 Full-length zippered door located in corner for
    easy entry.

 includes gear storage pocket and replaceable 
 shoot-through mesh camo windows.

Gr250bt
 bloodtrail™ woodland camo

Gr250bts
 bloodtrail™ snow camo

sPeciFications Gr250bt
 Gr250bts
Camouflage BLOODTRAIL™ or
 BLOODTRAIL™ Snow
Height (A) 67”
Set-Up Size (B) 75” x 75”
Footprint (C) 59” x 59”
Weight 16 lb
Capacity 2-person

available in two camo Patterns

Portable with carry baG



wind storm™

wind storm™ From barronett blinds™ 
blows away wire hooP blinds
own a hub blind For the Price oF a wire hooP blind

sPeciFications ws175bt
Camouflage BLOODTRAIL™

Height (A) 64”
Set-Up Size (B) 60” x 60”
Footprint (C) 47” x 47”
Weight 13 lb
Capacity 1-person

A

B

C

smaller FootPrint, 
taller ceilinG

 durable five-hub 
  design for easy set-up   
    and take-down.  simply  
 pop up and hunt. 

 no loose poles that
 require in-field 
 assembly.  

 durable, lightweight 
 fabric with a black 
 interior coating for 
 maximum concealment.

 Full-length zippered 
 door located in  
 corner for easy entry.

 includes gear storage 
 pocket and replaceable 
 shoot-through mesh 
 camo windows.

ws175bt
 bloodtrail™ camo



 AV180 Fits Barronett Hub  
 Blinds

blaze oranGe 
saFety caP  
models av180 

 Offers safety from other  
 hunters

 Fits Barronett Blind™ 
 hub blinds

 Cap easily attaches and 
 detaches for quick use

barronett Fleece 

 Comfortable fleece perfect  
 for hunting in a Barronett  
 Blind™

 Black coloring blends well  
 with the interior of blind

 Quarter-zip fleece also  
 features embrodiered 
 Barronett Blinds™ logo

camo huntinG chair  
model cc100bt

 Heavy-duty robust design-
 250 lb capacity

 Exclusive BLOODTRAIL™ 
 Camouflage

 Lightweight camo travel 
 bag included

 Ergonomically designed for 
 comfort

black huntinG chair 
model bc100

 Heavy-duty robust design-
 250 lb capacity

 Black material blends well 
 with blind interior

 Lightweight camo travel bag
 included

 Ergonomically designed for 
 comfort

barronett blinds™ accessories

barronett baseball 
style caP  
model 45060

 One size fits most
 Fitted cap has embroidered 

 logo on front and back

“outdoors” dan younG

testimonials

babe winkleman

 

“I have used a lot of different blinds over the 
years. Without exception, the Barronett Blind  
is the most versatile blind for comfort and vis-
ibility I have ever  used for taping my TV show 
and hunting!” 

-dan young
host of “outdoors traditions” tv and 
“outdoors dan” radio

With a Barronett Blind like the Grounder Series, 
I get a whole lot more than just a light-weight, 
portable, spacious blind that allows me to hunt 
wherever I want. What I get more of than ever 
before, whether rifle or bow hunting from inside 
my Barronett Blinds, are more and bigger bucks! 

-babe winkleman
host of “outdoor secrets” tv 

tim wells

“As a big game outfitter, I’ve learned that the 
best way to put my clients on trophy deer is 
by putting them into a Barronett Blind.  They’re 
lightweight, quick and easy to set up, spacious 
enough for two people and gear and they work 
equally well for bow and gun hunting.”  

-tim wells
trophy ridge ranch

scott anderson trent cole

“I hunt; I make my living doing so, and my 
gear must withstand what I put it through.  I 
use the Grounder 350: roomy, lightweight, with 
the perfect window design.  It sets up in sec-
onds and has enough size and height you can 
maneuver for that perfect shot - including shots 
with my longbow. If you want to hunt smarter 
and be more successful – BARRONETT!”

-scott anderson
host of “backland experiences”

“Playing in the NFL is a dream come true. When 
I’m not playing football, I spend my time in the out-
doors hunting.  I am a big guy, and having comfort 
and concealment is what makes my hunts more en-
joyable. That’s why I choose Barronett Blinds. They 
are big, comfortable, and offer good conceal-
ment. Hunt like a pro and get Barronett Blinds.” 

-trent cole
cole outdoors Productions and blitz tv 
owner 

michael Furseth

“I’ve taken deer many ways, but I had the thrill 
of taking my first whitetail from a blind this 
year. The Big Mike™ gave me the room and 
put me in exactly the spot I needed to make it 
happen.”

-michael Furseth
barronett blinds™



model description height set-up size weight camo

GR350BT Grounder™ 350 80” 90” x 90” 19 lb BLOODTRAIL™

GR350BB Grounder™ 350 80” 90” x 90” 19 lb BLOODTRAIL™ Blades

BM275BB Big Mike™ 80” 75” x 75” 19 lb BLOODTRAIL™ Blades

BM275BT Big Mike™ 80” 75” x 75” 19 lb BLOODTRAIL™

BM375BT Big Mike™ XT 84” 82” x 82” 23 lb BLOODTRAIL™

BE650BT Beast™ 80” 160” x 90” 32 lb BLOODTRAIL™

BB87BT Bell Bottom™ 67” 87” x 87” 19 lb BLOODTRAIL™

GR250BT Grounder™ 250 67” 75” x 75” 16 lb BLOODTRAIL™

GR250BTS Grounder™ 250 67” 75” x 75” 16 lb BLOODTRAIL™ Snow

WS175BT Wind Storm™ 64” 60” x 60” 13 lb BLOODTRAIL™

2012 barronett blinds™

One technique that works well for 
hunting antelope is to set up a por-
table blind.  With no cover in sight for 
miles and the sun beating down, my 
Barronett Blind made the all-day hunts 
comfortable; and on day two, I was 
able to take this great buck. 

-Scott Anderson, 
Host of “Backland Experiences”



Barronett Blinds™

A Division of Ardisam, Inc.
Cumberland, WI 54829

800-345-6007
BARRONETTBLINDS.COM

visit www.barronettblinds.com
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All weights, specifications and features are ap-
proximate and are subject to change without 
notice. Due to continuous product improvements, 
product images may not be exact. Warning 
labels in some product images may have been 
removed for photography purposes only. Props 
shown in photos not included. Some assembly 
may be required.

Go biG with barronett blinds™

Grounder™ 350 
bloodtrail™ Grounder™ 350 blades™ biG mike™ Xt bloodtrail™ biG mike™ bloodtrail™

biG mike™ blades™ beast™ bloodtrail™bell bottom™ bloodtrail™

Grounder™ 250 
bloodtrail™ wind storm™ bloodtrail™Grounder™ 250 snow 


